
WHAT IS A 

a ‘HOW TO’ GUIDE TO BUILD YOUR OWN PLANTER

PLANT 
REGULATED 
GROWING 
SYSTEM?



ECONOMY OF WATER AND NUTRIENTS 

INCREASED YIELD AND PLANTING DENSITY

HAZARD CONTROL

rEQUIRES MINIMAL ASSISTANCE

Plants have constant access to water and nutrients that they can utilise 
at their own discretion. This means they have what they need when they 
need it. Consequently, as traumas such as the threat of dehydration and 
malnourishment are irradicated, ‘abortions’ no longer occur. 

Fruit or veg plants grown in plant regulated growing systems produce 
three times more yield on average than plants grown using conventional 
methods of cultivation. Plant regulated growing systems also allow one to 
grow more plants per cubic metre than plants grown in the ground or
conventional pots.

The threat of a virus contaminating a whole crop is reduced as infections 

The only assistance the plant regulated growing system may require is the
topping up of the water storage tank every few months.

are contained within the growing system. Similarly, slug  attack is much 
more easily controlled particularly if growing on concrete, tarmac or pav-
ing.

+CAN BE GROWN ANYWHERE 
As plants are grown in containers and require less soil than conventional
growing techniques, plants grown in plant regulated growing systems 
make an ideal method for growing in small spaces.

THE BENEFITS...  

A ‘Plant Regulated Growing System’ is a contained system that stocks a limitless 
supply of organic plant food and water. The application of technology provides the 
plants with the means of accessing the food and water supplies as and when it 
desires and in the quantities it requires.

WHAT IS A PLANT REGULATED 
GROWING SYSTEM?



NO SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED

PLANTER PRINCIPLES

RAISED PLATFORM

AIR HOLES

PLANT FOOD PELLETS 

VERMICULITE

FRESH WATER STORAGE

WATER INLET

WATER 
FLOW

NUTRIENT  
anND WATER 

ABSORPTION 

Solid plant food pellets soak up
moisture, slowly dispersing nutrients
into the soil over an extended period

A raised water resistant material to
provide a �rm surface that can safely 
support the weight of both the soil 
and the plants

BLACK PLASTIC
Plastic prevents rainwater from 
�ooding the plants roots with water 
nutrients [which can be toxic if 
applied in large quantities].

Holes puntured in the raised platform
allow for oxygen to circulate and reach
the plants roots

Tube to allow for water storage
to be topped up

Water absorbant material which
promotes the absorbtion of water

up from the water storage into the
soil in the top of thecontainer

Enough water to last the plant 3/4
weeks at a time



PLANT REGULATED CYCLES

durING SUMMER-TIME

DURING WINTER-TIME

Plant the plant regulated growing system out with
a crop to your desire. If the weather is particularly hot,
it is adviseable to check water water levels within the 
planter and top up if required to ensure plants have
a  constant supply

Drain and clean out the plant regulated growing
system in preparation for next years growth. This

is a good time also to enrich soil with green
 manure

WATER INLET
Tube to allow for water 
storage to be topped up

RE-USE OF COLLECTED RAINWATER
Plants roots protected from being �ooded during
heavy/regular rainfall. Rainwater is redirected to  water
storage tank below which gathers enough water to last
the plants 3 to four weeks.

CIRCULATION OF OXYGEN
Breathing holes in the sides of the bath tub and a 
layered shelf on which the plants sit allow air to 
circulate near to the plants roots promoting ???.

movementNT OF WATER
Vermiculite is an absorbant material which draws 
water from the water storage tank up into the soil 
and plants roots

The timber used to clad the plant regulated growing
system has been charred. This is an old form of wood
treatment. See www.r-urbanwick.net

RE-USE OF WASTED MATERIALS

RE-USE OfFn�AN OLD JAPANESE TECHNIQUE

+ Reclaimed sca�old soards from local supplier
+ Reclaimed timber from the Olympics
+ Reclaimed bathtub from local skip

Plants are fed using a bio-food
product - organic chicken manure
pellets

Re-USE OF MANURE
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“ANYONE CAN BUILD ONE.

- CHARLIE SEBER
ANYTHING CAN BECOME ONE”

“DEMOCRACY FOR PLANTS”
OLD PLANTING POT
Inserted at an angle the pot acts
as a shelf or bu�er between the 
soil/plants roots and the water 
storage 

watTER INLET

watTER INLET

wIND CATCHERS
Cups to catch wind in order to 
increase air circulation within 
the plantregulated growing 
system 

rIBBED PLASTIC
Cut to shape and inserted at an 
angle separates soil/roots from 
the water storage

RECLAIMED BATH TUB
Old bath tub provides the sealed container
into which plants, soil, water and other 
necessary components are �tted

SCAFFOLD BOARD AND RECLAIMED TIMBER
The bath tub is concealed by encasing it a charred sca�old board 
clad envelope that is supported by a timber structure constructed 
from timber reclaimed from the Olympics

BUCKET INSIDE BUCKET
The shelf upon which the plants and 
soil sit have been consturcted by 
inserting one bucket inside another
bucket

VERMICULITE
A few inches of vermiculite 
[absorbant material] located 
at each end, helps draw water 
up into the soil/roots from 
the water storage beneath 

RaISED PLATSIC SHELF
Old ??? with holes punched to promote 
air circulation acts as separator between
plants and water storage.

VENTILATED SHELF
Shelf constructed using ??? provides
the surface on which plants and soil
sit, raising them above the water 
storage area 

OLD BLACK BIN
Old black bin converted 
intoa ‘plant regulated 
growing system’

VENTILATION HOLES

PLANTING POT TRAY
Planting pot tray punctured with holes
turned upside down and inserted into 
a bucket provides shelf for plants and
soil to sit on

wICK
Vermiculite [absorbant material] 
is inserted around the edge of the
up-side down planting pot tray. 

watTER INLET
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Found piece of plastic with holes
punched in to promote air circulation
acts as a separator between plants 
and water storage

Plastic shelf carved to fit the 
container provides surface upon 
which plants and soil sit raised 
above the water storage area



BUILD A PLANTer
USING A reTIRED BATH TUB

Reclaimed scaffold boards can be sourced directly from a local 
supplier or through ebay or gumtree. See the Scaffold Board Supply 
Chain drawing at www.r-urbanwick.net

RECLAIMED SCAFFOLD BOARD SEAT

This can be purchased from a local builders merchants or potentially 
from a skip at a building site [where we got ours].

FIBRE GLASS SCRIM

Galvanised steel mesh can be sourced from a local building site 
where it is often used for protective fencing.

GALVANISED STEEL MESH

Any old pipe or tubing can be used as a water inlet so long as it is 
non-degradable and correct dimensions

WATER INLET

Keep an eye out for skips in the local area as bath tubs can often be 
found where domestic renovations are occuring

RECLAIMED BATH TUB

This construction used timber reclaimed from one of the pedestrian 
bridges built for the Olympics although any timber will do so long as 
it is structurally capable of supporting the tub and the cladding

RECLAIMED TIMBER

Charring your scaffold boards to protect against the elements can be 
done with little or no previous experience. See the ‘Wood Charring 
Handbook at www.r-urbanwick.net  

CHARRED SCAFFOLD CLADDING

Vermiculite can be sourced from any local gardening centre and 
most DIY stores 

VERMICULITE

A good place to seek drainage piping is a local construction site as 
off-cuts are often lying loosely around

PLASTIC DRAINAGE PIPING

This can be any rot resistant material capable of supporting the 
weight of the soil and plants.

PLASTIC BOARD

PLASTIC SUPPORTS
This can be any rot resistant material capable of supporting the 
weight of the soil and plants.

AIR GAP
This is a raised gap which allows for air circultion to occur near to 
the roots of the plants. Holes drilled in the side of the bath at this 
level allow air to circulate
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STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

STEP 4:

STEP 5:

BUILD THE suBSTRUCTURE

INSERT THE BATH TUB

INSERT LAYERED SHELF

ATTACH CLADDING anND SEAT

FILL WITH SOIL AND PLANTS

Build the substructure in two stages. Firstly, build two side frames [K1 and 
K2] then attached them using timber connectors [K3].

Insert the bath tub [J] into the timber frame ensuring that the bath tub is 
resting comfortably upon the substructure. 

Fill the plant regulated growing system with enriched soil or planting mix, 
enuring to include a ditch in the middle into which organic plant food 
pellets must be placed. 

Cover the soil with black plastic, tucking the plastic down the sides of the 
tub... “like you would your bed sheets”. This will prevent the soil and plants 
roots being flood with rainwater/nutrients. 

Finally, pierce holes in the black plastic and insert into the soil fruit or 
vegetable plants to your desire.

Working from the top down begin to clad the outside of the timber 
structure with reclaimed scaffold boards [L]. 

NB It is important that the top edge of the cladding is at the same level as 
the top edge of the timber frame that supports the cladding because 
together
they form the supporting edge into which the scaffold board seat will be 
screwed.

Attach the scaffold board seat [A] to the top edge of the plant regulated 
growing system ensuring that the seat is sufficiently supported.

Measuring 8 inchs from the top of the bathtub [the depth of soil required], 
screw the plastic supports [I] into the side of the bath, remembering to 
offset them according to the depth of the layered shelf [B, C, D, E and H] 
plastic tubing and vermicuite [F and G]. Timber supports can be used on 
the outside of the bath to screw into in order to help support the weight 
of the shelf, soil and plants.

NB Drill holes in the side of the bath al the level where the air gap is 
located to promote air circulation [E2].

K1

K2

K3

E2
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R-URBAN is a bottom-up strategy that explores the 
possibilities of enhancing the capacity of urban resilience by 
introducing a network of resident-run facilities. It 
initiates locally closed ecological cycles that will support 
the emergence of alternative models of living, producing and 
consuming. R-Urban is supported by the EU Life+ Programme 
of environmental governance. The project partners are AAA, 
Paris (coordinator), the City of Columbes and public works, 
London. 

http://www.r-urban-wick.net/

You can download this manual at:
www.wickcuriosityshop.net/collection/planter
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